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1 Ecological Security Evaluations of the Tourism 

2 Industry in Ecological Conservation Development 

3 Areas: A case study of Beijing’s ECDA

4 Highlights

5  This study proposes a methodology for evaluating the ecological security of the 

6 tourism industry in an Ecological Conservation Development Area (ECDA).

7  A case study from China is used to demonstrate the methodology.

8  The paper examines the factors influencing the ecological security of the tourism 

9 industry in Beijing’s ECDA.

10  The findings contribute to the building of a theoretical framework for evaluating 

11 ecological security and provide practical references to support the sustainable 

12 development of the tourism industry in ECDAs.

13 Abstract: This study proposes a methodology for evaluating the ecological security 

14 of the tourism industry (ESTI) in Ecological Conservation Development Areas 

15 (ECDAs). Use of this methodology allows researchers to assess the level of sustainable 

16 development at tourist destinations. The Beijing ECDA in China was chosen as the 

17 study area. The research findings show that the composite index of ESTI for Beijing’s 

18 ECDA improved rapidly during the years 2005-2014, and that there is great potential 

19 for further improvements in the future. The grades of ESTI in many sub-regions 

20 improved from Ⅱ or Ⅲ to Ⅳ or Ⅴ, and fluctuations in the level of ESTI sharply 

21 increased. Additionally, a gray relational grade model was used to calculate the gray 

22 correlation degree of the factors affecting ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA. The main factors 

23 affecting ESTI in the Beijing ECDA were the response and factors related to 

24 government decisions and actions. A number of environmental indicators and 
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25 indicators that gauge the development of the tourism economy have had an important 

26 impact on ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. This study explores new perspectives in the hope 

27 of developing a better understanding of the relationship between the sustainable 

28 development of the tourism industry and the ecological security of ECDAs. Such an 

29 understanding could enrich theories of tourism ecology and support the green 

30 development of the tourism industry. The findings of this study can also provide 

31 policymakers with ideas that can help in the formulation of effective policies to promote 

32 ESTI in ECDAs.

33 Keywords: ecological security evaluation; tourism industry; ecological conservation 

34 development area; green development; Beijing

35 1 Introduction

36 Rapid urbanization has brought with it numerous ecological and environmental 

37 changes that seriously threaten ecological security (Gibbs D and Longhurst J, 1995; Su 

38 Y et al., 2016). How to balance the relationship between urban construction and the 

39 maintenance of ecological security in the overall urbanization process is an issue of 

40 great concern (Xie H et al., 2015; Zhao Y et al., 2006). Ecological Conservation 

41 Development Areas (ECDAs) play a very important ecological support role in the 

42 sustainable development of the cities they are near (Jogo W and Hassan R, 2010; Zhang 

43 F et al., 2017). In the case of Beijing city and the rural districts that make up the Beijing 

44 ECDA, environmental protection policies have been implemented that prohibit or limit 

45 the operations of industrial facilities and activities like coal mining that degrade the 

46 environment and produce unacceptable amounts of pollution. Thus, government 

47 decision makers and many scholars are paying considerable attention to how regions 

48 like the Beijing ECDA choose appropriate industries that support sustainable 
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49 development and provide alternative livelihoods for local residents who have lost work 

50 as a result of policy changes (Jogo W and Hassan R, 2010; Liu C et al., 2014). Many 

51 studies indicate that the development of tourism can to some extent balance the 

52 conflicting needs for social and economic development and for environmental 

53 protection in these regions (Tang C et al., 2009). Therefore, the tourism industry has 

54 become an important source of alternative livelihoods in ECDAs (He D et al., 2010; 

55 Mao X et al., 2016; Zhang J et al., 2016). However, if damage from environmental 

56 pollution caused by development of the tourism industry exceeds an acceptable 

57 ecological security threshold for the regional environment, it will threaten ecological 

58 service functions and the sustainable development of the ECDA in the region (Liu X et 

59 al., 2009).

60 Ecological security has emerged in recent years as a new conceptual paradigm. Many 

61 scholars have carried out ecological security assessments on the national (Liu Y et al., 

62 2017) and regional levels (Chu X et al., 2017; Han B et al., 2015; Zhao Y et al., 2006), 

63 and for cities (Gong J et al., 2009; Huang H et al., 2017), wetlands (Jogo W and Hassan 

64 R, 2010), nature protected areas (Gong M et al., 2017) and tourist destinations (Cao X 

65 et al., 2006; Liu X et al., 2009). The concept of ecological security has been integrated 

66 into earlier research on ecotourism and sustainable tourism (Hunter C and Shaw J, 2007; 

67 Simon et al., 2004; Sun and Wang, 2000; Yu, 1999), and the ecological security of 

68 tourism destinations has been the subject of widespread public concern (Liu X et al., 

69 2009; Ross and Wall, 1999; Zhou B et al., 2015). Previous studies have established 

70 evaluation models and indicator systems that allow for the study of the ecological 

71 security of the tourism industry (ESTI) from different perspectives (Liu X et al., 2009).  

72 These all take into consideration various factors related to the ecological environment, 

73 society, economy and tourism development and are used indices to evaluate ESTI. 
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74 Scholars have examined the ESTI of scenic spots (Dong X, 2004), tourism cities (Cao 

75 X, 2006) and provinces (Zhou B et al., 2015). However, there remains an evident lack 

76 of understanding of the relationship between the sustainable development of the 

77 tourism industry and the ecological security of ECDAs. This paper is an attempt to fill 

78 this gap.

79 Beijing Municipality is a provincial-level administrative entity in China consisting 

80 of a core urban area and several rural districts located mostly to the north and west of 

81 the urban core. Beijing’s ECDA accounts for approximately 68.9% of the entire area of 

82 Beijing, and includes Yanqing, Pinggu, Huairou, Miyun, Mentougou districts, and parts 

83 of Changping and Fangshan districts. It is not only an important ecological barrier and 

84 conservation area for water sources in the capital of China, but also a support area to 

85 guarantee the sustainable development of the Beijing metropolitan area. Many scholars 

86 have searched for ways to resolve the conflicts between the needs for social and 

87 economic development and for ecological environmental protection in Beijing’s ECDA. 

88 There is also an urgent need to identify industries that can provide alternative 

89 livelihoods (SGBMCCDL, 2007; He D et al., 2010; Tang C et al., 2014). In recent years, 

90 tourism has become a leading industry in Beijing’s ECDA (Sun C et al., 2016) and a 

91 variety of tourism products like leisure agriculture (Zhang J et al., 2016), ecological 

92 and folk tourism (Mao X et al., 2016) and rural tourism (He D et al., 2010) are now 

93 available. However, with the rapid development of the tourism industry in Beijing’s 

94 ECDA, ecological threats and environment pollution have become problems (He D et 

95 al., 2010; Tang C et al., 2014; Tang C et al., 2017). Some scholars have begun using 

96 ESTI to undertake quantitative evaluations of the environmental capacity of tourism in 

97 Yanqing (Gao J et al., 2015) and the environmental quality of tourism in Huairou (Liu 

98 T and Zhang B, 2009), both of which are rural locales in Beijing’s ECDA. However, 
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99 because the scale of the research is limited to single functional sub-regions, or the 

100 research perspective is limited to the environmental capacity of tourism, these studies 

101 have limitations. In an effort to address such limitations, this paper uses a case study of 

102 Beijing’s ECDA to examine the factors that influence ESTI and, based on this 

103 examination, proposes a general methodology for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs. This 

104 methodology is intended to serve as a tool to assess the level of sustainable development 

105 at tourist destinations.

106 Thus, this study explores new perspectives and endeavors to develop a better 

107 understanding of the relationship between the sustainable development of the tourism 

108 industry and the ecological security of ECDAs. This innovative approach to analyze 

109 the environmental impact of tourism activities from the perspective of ESTI can 

110 contribute to the development of a theory of ESTI for ECDAs and enrich theories of 

111 tourism ecology. It is hoped that the findings of this study will provide policymakers 

112 with ideas for formulating effective policies to promote ESTI in ECDAs. 

113 2 Literature review

114 2.1 Ecological security of the tourism industry

115 The concept of ecological security has been applied in many research fields (Liu Y 

116 et al., 2017; Yang Q et al., 2018). The concept of tourism ecological security has grown 

117 out of the concept of ecological security (Ezeonu I and Ezeonu F, 2000; Zhou B et al., 

118 2015). The ESTI provides an objective foundation to assess the sustainable 

119 development of tourism destinations (Tang C et al., 2013). To date, a limited number 

120 of ESTI studies have been undertaken from several disciplinary perspectives: 

121 geography (Tang C et al., 2013), environmental science (Jurado E N et al., 2012), 

122 tourism science (Xiong H et al., 2003), ecology (Zhang J et al., 2008), and energy 
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123 science (Tang C et al., 2015, 2017). In terms of research content, scholars have studied 

124 the ideological origins of ESTI (Lu J, 2007), the concepts and connotations of ESTI 

125 (Zou J, 2008), ESTI measurements and evaluations (Li X, 2017), ESTI forecasts (Zhou 

126 B et al., 2016), dynamic simulations of ESTI (Wu C et al., 2013), early warning 

127 methods for ESTI (Xu M et al., 2017) and developmental countermeasures (Zhou D., 

128 2011). Some scholars have used different spatial scales, studying regions (Yin J and 

129 Zheng X, 2017; Zhang P and Qiu P, 2014), provinces (Cheng G and Yue X, 2011), 

130 cities (Cao X, 2006; Li Y et al., 2013; Liu H, 2013), or scenic spots (Liu T et al., 2009; 

131 Zhang J et al., 2008) to evaluate the ESTI. Some scholars have evaluated the ESTI of 

132 different types of tourist destinations, such as islands (Xiao J et al., 2011; Zhou B et al., 

133 2015), grasslands (Lu J., 2008), scenic areas (Dong X, 2003; Lin D, 2012), wetlands 

134 (Li S et al., 2012), plateaus (Zhao Y et al., 2006), mountains (Li R et al., 2010), and 

135 forests (Zheng Y et al., 2015).

136 A number of methodologies are used to evaluate the ESTI: environmental impact 

137 assessments of tourism (Green H and Hunter C, 1992), tourism carrying capacity 

138 (O'Reilly A, 1986), a limits-of-acceptable-change system of tourism development 

139 (McCool S, 1994), an improved TOPSIS method (Zhou B et al., 2015), the Pressure-

140 State-Response (P-S-R) framework (Li R et al., 2010), the ecological footprint 

141 (Gössling S et al., 2002; Hunter C, 2002; Hunter C and Shaw J, 2007; Martín-Cejas R 

142 and Sánchez P, 2010; Xiao J et al., 2011), and complex system theory (Yang C, 2009). 

143 Scholars often establish a quantitative models by building index system for evaluations 

144 of the ecological security of tourism industry, the P-S-R model (Zhang P and Qiu P, 

145 2014; Li R et al., 2010; Yang Z and Zhang Z, 2014) and the driving force pressure state 

146 impact response (DPSIR) model (Li Y, 2012) are examples. Other scholars have used 
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147 remote sensing analysis (Kurniawan et al., 2018) or gray relational analysis (Zhou B et 

148 al., 2015) to analyze the factors influencing ESTI. 

149 A summary of ESTI research results, organized in terms of their methods and the 

150 indicators used, are presented in Table 1. Existing studies have developed effective 

151 models that establish indicator systems for evaluating ESTI using both qualitative and 

152 quantitative methods (Tang C et al., 2013; Zhang J et al., 2008). The choice of 

153 methodology used to study ecological security evaluations of the tourism industry 

154 depends on the research objectives. It is thus necessary for researchers to establish an 

155 indicator system for the ESTI that is appropriate to their research area. Many scholars 

156 are concerned with ecological security evaluations of the tourism industry that focus on 

157 a particular point in time (Cao X, 2006; Zhang P and Qiu P, 2014). These studies ignore 

158 dynamic analyses (Su M and Fath B, 2012), and do not offer in-depth analysis of the 

159 reasons ecological security levels have evolved along particular paths (Hong W et al., 

160 2016). The evolution of temporal spatial patterns and how these influence the ESTI in 

161 different types of tourist destinations should be the focus of future research. P-S-R and 

162 P-S-R-EES, which have proven useful to this study, provide a socioeconomic 

163 framework to track the causality process of environmental degradation (Wei Y et al., 

164 2015).

165  (Insert Table 1)
166 Table 1 Summary of relevant ESTI research results

167 2.2 ECDAs and the development of the tourism industry

168 The concept of ECDA was first developed in Beijing in 2012. It was part of the city’s 

169 functional area planning process and seen as a way to safeguard the city's ecological 

170 security. Subsequently, other provinces and cities began including the establishment of 

171 ECDAs as part of their functional area planning processes; the Chongqing northeast 
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172 ECDA, the Kunming ECDA, the Hebei ECDA are examples. Serving as primary water 

173 resource conservation areas and ecological barriers for cities, ECDAs provide 

174 ecosystem services to support the sustainable development of urban areas (Jin H and 

175 Liu S, 2016), including, among others, restoration of vegetation, water conservation, 

176 soil and water loss control, and sand control (Ma C et al., 2017). 

177 Although similar to ecological protection areas, ECDAs have their own 

178 characteristics. First, an ECDA is focused on the key ecological functions of water 

179 conservation and soil maintenance (Jin H and Liu S, 2016), and water and forest 

180 ecosystems are crucial to the ECDA (Ma C et al., 2017). Second, the ECDA is defined 

181 as a restricted development area, due to its important ecological functions and 

182 vulnerable environment (Zhang L, 2009). The ECDA is purposed to host eco-friendly 

183 industries, not large-scale, high-intensity industrial facilities or large urban centers (He 

184 D et al., 2010). Third, the ECDA is subdivided by local authorities and territorial 

185 planning experts in accordance with the requirements of national-level main functional 

186 area planning (Ma C et al., 2017). An ECDA is composed of many administrative 

187 villages, a limited number of urban areas, and vital conservation zones like national-

188 level natural reserves and forest parks. 

189 Some scholars have conducted ecological security evaluations in regions with fragile, 

190 sensitive ecosystems, such as the Tibetan Plateau (Zhong X et al., 2010), the Loess 

191 Plateau (Li J et al., 2006), the Karst region (Liao C et al., 2004), river basins (Feng Y 

192 et al., 2014), and lake areas (Wang S et al., 2015). Other scholars have examined 

193 important ecological functions in certain regions, such as the ecological footprint of the 

194 Mediterranean region (Baabou W et al, 2017) or of Rawalpindi (Rashid A, et al. 2017), 

195 the urban ecological security in Shenzhen (Hong W et al., 2017), and the ecological 

196 security of land in the Chongqing ECDA (Wang X., et al., 2014). 
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197 The development of the tourism industry can to some extent coordinate the 

198 conflicting needs for social and economic development and environmental protection 

199 in ECDAs. The tourism industry has also become an important source of alternative 

200 livelihoods in ECDAs (He D et al., 2010; Mao X et al., 2016; Tang C et al., 2009; Tang 

201 C et al., 2012; Zhang J et al., 2016). However, the excessive exploitation of the natural 

202 environment by the tourism industry can seriously endanger the ecological security of 

203 ECDAs. The tourism industry in the Three Gorges Reservoir area, for example, has 

204 developed rapidly in recent years, and ecological security issues are emerging as a result 

205 (Wang H et al., 2012). The development of tourism resources in the Ordos region has 

206 brought with it ecological security hazards as well. While problems are often not visible 

207 during the early stages of tourism industry development, crises become more likely 

208 during the middle stages (Jia T and Feng Y, 2012). A number of scholars have focused 

209 on ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. These scholars have engaged in research to measure the 

210 capacity of the environment of the Yanqing district to support tourism (Gao J et al., 

211 2015), to examine the rural ecological tourism footprint in Liugou village of the Miyun 

212 district (Li Y and Jin L, 2014), to evaluate the development level of low-carbon rural 

213 tourism in Mentougou district (Luo H and He Z, 2015), and to assess the quality of the 

214 tourism environment in Huairou district (Liu T and Zhang B, 2009). To date a number 

215 of studies exploring tourism development and ecological security in ECDAs, both in 

216 Beijing and elsewhere, have produced useful results. However, there remains a lack of 

217 research offering overall system evaluations of ESTI. Given the importance of 

218 relationship between the development of the tourism industry and ecological security 

219 management in ECDAs, robust evaluations of the ecological security of the tourism 

220 industry are key to promoting the ecological conservation function of these regions and 

221 ensuring the sustainable development of the social economy.
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222 3 Study area

223 The Beijing ECDA has an excellent ecological environment and rich natural 

224 resources. It acts as an ecological barrier and a protection area for Beijing’s water 

225 sources (Wang X and Yuan H, 2009). The area is key to ensuring the sustainable 

226 development of China’s capital and is an important component of efforts to construct a 

227 more livable city (Guo F, 2008). Beijing’s ECDA includes the Yanqing, Pinggu, 

228 Huairou, Miyun, and Mentougou districts and the mountainous parts of Changping and 

229 Fangshan districts, and covers a total land area of 11.3 thousand km2 accounting for 

230 approximately 68.9% of Beijing’s total area. Each of the districts is an administrative 

231 sub-area in the Beijing ECDA (Figure 1). 

232 (Insert Figure 1 here)

233 Figure 1. Beijing’s ECDA sub-areas

234 Beijing’s ECDA has been selected as the study area for the following reasons: First, 

235 Beijing’s ECDA is an important provider of the ecological service functions that 

236 support urban sustainable development. Second, because millions of people live in the 

237 area that comprises the Beijing ECDA, there exist a number of the conflicts that 

238 typically make it difficult to balance the need for economic and social development 

239 with the need for ecological protection. Third, the rapid development of the tourism 

240 industry in Beijing’s ECDA has resulted in pressure and threat to the ecology of the 

241 area. Beijing's efforts to deal with the relationship between the sustainable development 

242 of the tourism industry and the ecological security of the Beijing ECDA are typical of 

243 such efforts.
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244 4 Methodology

245 4.1 Framework for evaluating ESTI

246 The methodology used by this study for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs is composed of 

247 five parts: the indicator system of ESTI in ECDAs, improved TOPSIS method, a 

248 hierarchical dynamic model of ESTI, Markov chains, and the gray relational grade 

249 model. The study’s evaluation framework for ESTI in ECDAs is shown in Figure 2.

250 (Insert Figure 2 here)

251 Figure 2. The framework for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs

252 4.2 Indicator system for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs

253 The Pressure-State-Response (P-S-R) framework is commonly used for ecosystem 

254 health assessments that are part of environmental quality assessments (Rapport DJ and 

255 Friend AM, 1979; Zhou B et al., 2015). Some scholars have combined the P-S-R 

256 framework with an "economy-environment-society" (EES) model to construct an ESTI 

257 indicator system based on a P-S-R-EES framework. ESS not only enriches the P-S-R 

258 framework structure, but combining the P-S-R and ESS models also achieves better 

259 results (Zhou B et al., 2015; Li X et al., 2017). Therefore, this paper adopts the P-S-R-

260 EES framework to evaluate ESTI. 

261 This paper used Delphi method to establish an indicator system for ESTI in ECDAs. 

262 First, we selected a panel of ten experts in the fields of urban studies, ecology, 

263 geography, tourism and sustainable development. Second, we designed questionnaires 

264 for the experts based on items that are related to the research question. Third, we carried 

265 out two rounds of consultations with the experts and used their suggestions to modify 

266 the indicator system for ESTI in ECDAs. Based on previous research results (Ma C et 

267 al., 2017; Zhang L., 2009; Zhou B et al., 2015), and the results of our consultations with 
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268 the expert panel, the indicator system for ESTI in ECDAs used by this study was 

269 constructed using the following factors: the economy, the ecological environment, and 

270 the society. First, indicators for economic development including the density of the 

271 tourism economy, the tourism revenue growth rate, the number of travel agencies, and 

272 the number of star-rated hotels, are important factors for measuring the ESTI in ECDAs. 

273 Second, indicators for the ecological environment are the most important factors for 

274 measuring the ESTI in ECDAs, and these indicators include the annual growth rate of 

275 ecological environment replenishment, the total amount of waste water discharge, the 

276 wastewater treatment rate, and per capita green area, etc. Third, social indicators for 

277 visitor density, urbanization rate, and the proportion of environmental protection 

278 expenditure to GDP are also important for measuring the ESTI in ECDAs. The 

279 references and attributes of the indicator system are shown in Table 2. 

280  (Insert Table 2 here)

281 Table 2 Indicators for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs based on the P-S-R-EES framework

282 4.3 Improved TOPSIS method

283 The improved Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution 

284 (TOPSIS) method is based on multi-objective decision analysis and used to define a 

285 measurement in the target space to determine the degree to which the target is near the 

286 positive ideal solution and away from the negative least ideal solution (Hwang C and 

287 Yoon K, 1981). Compared with the traditional TOPSIS method, the evaluation object 

288 and method for positive and negative solutions has been improved based on the use of 

289 mean square error method in improved TOPSIS. The improved approach places no 

290 strict limits on data distribution and the sample index (Wang L et al., 2015). The method 

291 is not only for use with small data samples, but can also be used with multiple 

292 evaluation objects and multiple indexes. It can be used to compare horizontal multi-
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293 indexes and make longitudinal analyses of different years (Xu M et al., 2017). 

294 Compared with methods like weighted sum and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, 

295 improved TOPSIS has authentic, intuitive and reliable advantages, and has been used 

296 successfully by many scholars (Lu C et al., 2011; Xu M et al., 2012; Zhou B et al., 

297 2015). The evolution of ESTI in each ECDA has its own particular characteristics. For 

298 example, the optimal level of ESTI varies at different time periods. Therefore, this 

299 paper uses the improved TOPSIS method based on mean square error method to 

300 evaluate the ESTI in ECDAs. The specific calculation steps are as follows:

301 First, the evaluation indicator weight wi is calculated by the mean square error 

302 method. The weight of the evaluation indicator wi and the standard decision matrix rij 

303 are multiplied to obtain the weighted standardized decision matrix vij (Zhou B et al., 

304 2015).

305         （1）𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑖 × 𝑟𝑖𝑗

306 Where i is the number of evaluation indicators and j is the number of evaluation 

307 objects.

308 Second, the ideal positive and negative solutions are determined, and the distances 

309 between each evaluation object and the positive and negative solutions ( and ) 𝐷 +
𝑗 𝐷 ‒

𝑗

310 are calculated. Finally, the relative connection degree (Cj) of each evaluation object and 

311 each solution is calculated (Zhou B et al., 2015; Xu M et al., 2012).

312         （2）Cj =
D ‒

j

D ‒
j + D +

j

313 Where  is the indicator value of ESTI, with a value between 0 and 1; the larger the 𝐶𝑗

314 value, the better the ESTI in an ECDA.
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315 4.4 Hierarchical dynamic model of ESTI

316 Based on the indicator value, the ESTI in an ECDA can be divided into seven grades 

317 (Table 3).

318 (Insert Table 3 here)

319 Table 3 The grades of ESTI in ECDAs

320 Based on the ecological security grade classifications, a dynamic model is used to 

321 calculate the change rate of the ecological security grade (Zhou B et al., 2015). This 

322 can be understood to indicate the evolutionary trend of ESTI in an ECDA in a given 

323 year.

324          （3） V =
𝑈𝑏 ‒ 𝑈𝑎

𝑈𝑎
×

1
𝑇 × 100%

325 Where V is the dynamic degree of the grade of ESTI in two periods, Ua and Ub are 

326 the respective values of the grade of ESTI at the beginning and the end of the study, 

327 and T is the research period.

328 4.5 Markov chains

329 Markov chains are discrete Markov processes for both time and state (Pu Y et al., 

330 2005). Ecological security evolves both temporally and spatially, and this characteristic 

331 is consistent with the nature of the Markov process. Markov chain theory is used to 

332 construct a model describing the spatial and temporal evolution of ecological security 

333 grades (Zhou B et al., 2015). The model can be used to analyze the probability of the 

334 ecological security grade evolving temporally, and analyze spatial correlations and 

335 changes to the ecological security grade (Xue L and Ren Z, 2011). Some scholars have 

336 applied Markov chains to analyze the spatial-temporal evolution of regional ecological 

337 security (Wang G et al., 2013; Zhou B et al., 2015). This paper also uses Markov chains 

338 to explore the spatial-temporal evolution characteristics of ESTI grades in the Beijing 
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339 ECDA. Based on the characteristics of Markov chains, the probability distribution of 

340 the ESTI grade in t year is expressed as a state probability vector Pt of 1×k, denoted as 

341 Pt=[P1,t, P2,t, …, Pk,t]. ESTI grades in different years can be expressed with a Markov 

342 transition probability matrix A=(aij)m×n, as shown in the following (Zhou B et al., 2015; 

343 Wang L et al., 2010):

344      （4）i

ij
ij

b
ba 

345 Where aij indicates that the probability of the type i of ESTI in t year changing to the 

346 type j of ESTI in the next year. bij indicates the sum of the number of areas, where type 

347 i of ESTI in t year changed to type j in the t+1 year. bi is sum of the number of areas 

348 belonging to type i in all years. The transition probability of the grades of ESTI and 

349 their relationships with the surrounding neighborhood are analyzed by comparing the 

350 values of Markov matrix elements.

351 4.6 Gray relational grade model

352 Compared with structural equation modeling (Zheng Y et al., 2015), gray relational 

353 grade models are simpler and offer a more reliable way to analyze the factors 

354 influencing ecological security (Zhang J et al., 2014). The ecological environments of 

355 ECDAs are fragile and subject to numerous factors whose influence is unpredictable, 

356 such as natural disasters or economic development that results in high levels of 

357 pollution. The element of uncertainty makes ECDAs gray systems (Wu X and Wu Y, 

358 2014). Therefore, this paper uses a gray relational grade model to analyze the 

359 interrelationships of the ESTI system in ECDAs. The calculation steps are as follows:

360 First, equation (5) calculates the gray slope correlation coefficient (Zhou B et al., 

361 2015), where y(k), k=1, …, m is the generating function series, xi(k), i=1, …, n is the 
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362 sub-function sequence, ξ is the correlation coefficient of y (k) and xi (k) in k year.  𝜎𝑥𝑖

363 and  are, respectively, the standard deviations of generating function y and the sub-𝜎𝑦

364 function sequence xi,  = xi(k + 1) - xi(k), Δy(k) = y(k + 1) - y(k). In this study, the ∆𝑥𝑖(𝑘)

365 generating function y(k) is the comprehensive evaluation value of the ESTI, and the 

366 sub-function xi(k) is the value of the standardization of evaluation indicator i.

367     （5）ξ =
1

1 + |∆𝑥𝑖(𝑘)

𝜎𝑥𝑖

‒
∆𝑦(𝑘)

𝜎𝑦 |
368 Second, equation (6) calculates the gray relational grade (Zhou B. et al., 2015). In 

369 the formula, r represents the relational grade between the sequences xi(k) and y(k), and 

370 the order of its size indicates the influence degree of the sub-function on the generating 

371 function. A larger r value indicates that this evaluation indicator has a greater degree of 

372 influence on the grade of ESTI in the ECDA.

373     （6）r =
1

𝑛 ‒ 1∑𝑛
𝑘 = 1ξ(𝑘)

374 4.7 Data Sources

375 The data for the indicator system used to evaluate ESTI in the Beijing ECDA were 

376 collected from three sources: (1) editions of the Beijing Statistical Yearbook for the 

377 years 2005-2015, various editions of the Statistics Bulletin of National Economic and 

378 Social Development of Beijing for the years 2005-2015, and bulletins on the 

379 environmental status of Beijing during the years 2005-2015; (2) The Beijing ECDA 

380 Statistical Yearbook for the years 2005-2015, The Beijing ECDA Statistical Bulletin of 

381 National Economic and Social Development during the years 2005-2015, and Bulletins 

382 on the environmental status of Beijing’s ECDA during the years 2005-2015; (3) 

383 statistical data for the tourism industry in the Beijing ECDA during the years 2005-
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384 2015. The average and range methods were used to standardize the original data in this 

385 paper.

386 5 Results and analysis

387 5.1 The temporal characteristics of ESTI

388 5.1.1 Security indexes of the subsystems

389 The improved TOPSIS method was used to calculate the security indexes of the 

390 pressure subsystem, state subsystem and response subsystem for the ESTI in Beijing’s 

391 ECDA from 2005 to 2014 (Table 4).

392 (Insert Table 4 here)

393 Table 4 Subsystem security indexes for ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014

394 (1) Pressure subsystem. The pressure subsystem index of ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA 

395 rose from 0.374 to 0.522 from 2005 to 2014. The state of ecological security evolved 

396 along the path “risk – sensitive – critical security.” The pressure subsystem of ESTI 

397 was in danger throughout the years 2005 to 2007. During this period, the number of 

398 tourist arrivals increased rapidly with annual average growth rates of 12.47% to 13.62%. 

399 Total waste water discharge increased from 480.26 million tons to 509.61 million tons 

400 from 2005 to 2007. The annual average concentration of SO2 surpassed 37.57 mcg/m3, 

401 much higher than it had been in previous years. Less than 70% of the days in each of 

402 these years attained the Grade II standard for urban air quality, and this percentage was 

403 lower than in other years. The security level of the pressure subsystem improved rapidly 

404 in 2008, mainly due to a sharp decrease in the amount of waste water discharge and 

405 garbage, and improved air quality. These improvements may have been related to the 

406 preparations for the Beijing 2008 Summer Olympics. The Beijing government 

407 introduced a series of environmental policies and measures to improve the ecological 
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408 environment, and these have positively affected the level of ESTI in the pressure 

409 subsystem for Beijing’s ECDA in recent years. The pressure subsystem of ESTI during 

410 2010-2015 stabilized at a critical security level.

411 (2) State subsystem. The state subsystem index of ESTI in the Beijing ECDA 

412 improved from 2005 to 2014. This subsystem evolved along the path “deterioration - 

413 risk - sensitive - critical security - relative security” and showed a trend of year on year 

414 improvement. The security index of the state subsystem increased from 0.224 to 0.764 

415 from 2005 to 2014, with an annual average increase of 14.61%. This was due to a 

416 gradual improvement of the internal factors of the ESTI state subsystem. The tourism 

417 industry in the Beijing ECDA grew rapidly during the years 2005 to 2014 and a range 

418 of tourism services were developed during this period (e.g. rural folk tourism and 

419 ecological leisure agriculture). Tourism revenue increased from RMB 6.03 billion to 

420 RMB 33.31 billion from 2005 to 2014, with average year on year growth of 20.9%. The 

421 number of folklore tourism operators and sightseeing gardens increased from 9356 and 

422 747 in 2005 to 13,145 and 1007, respectively, in 2014. It can be seen that the steady 

423 improvement of the state subsystem security index benefited from the rapid 

424 development of the tourism industry, which has gradually become an important 

425 alternative livelihood industry in Beijing’s ECDA. In addition, local governments in 

426 the Beijing ECDA are paying close attention to the development of beautiful scenery 

427 and "Green Beijing", both of which help to improve the level of ESTI. Green garden 

428 areas and per capita green space in Beijing’s ECDA have increased, respectively, from 

429 182.84 km2 and 52.5m2 in 2005 to 351.17 km2 and 68.8m2 in 2014. These increases 

430 form a good basis for ESTI. However, the state subsystem index of ESTI has increased 

431 slowly. The average annual growth rate of green garden area was 7.5% and that of per 

432 capita green space only 3.04% from 2005 to 2014.
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433 (3) Response subsystem. The response subsystem index of ESTI in the Beijing 

434 ECDA increased from 0.488 in 2005 to 0.457 in 2014; the minimum index value was 

435 0.417 in 2013 and the maximum was 0.538 in 2008. The response subsystem evolved 

436 along the path “sensitive - critical security - sensitive - critical security – sensitive.” 

437 Movement along the path was characterized by fluctuations, showing first an increase, 

438 then a sudden drop, then a gradual increase and finally a decline. From 2005 to 2014, 

439 the security grade of the response subsystem moved back and forth between “sensitive” 

440 and “critical security”, but was mostly in the “sensitive” grade. This indicates that the 

441 security level of the response subsystem was not stable, and was easily affected by the 

442 external environment. There is still much room to improve the security level of the 

443 response subsystem in this area. In recent years, the Beijing government has worked 

444 steadily to coordinate ecological conservation and economic and social development, 

445 to cultivate environmentally friendly industries like tourism and leisure, and to develop 

446 ecological agriculture. The economic level of Beijing’s ECDA has improved as a result. 

447 The proportion of fiscal revenue as a part of GDP has risen from 19.67% to 39.41%, 

448 the proportion of service industry revenue as a part of GDP has remained at about 55%, 

449 and the proportion of tourism income as a part of GDP has increased from 11.8% to 

450 22.83%. Economic growth of Beijing’s ECDA helps to ensure that funds for 

451 environmental protection work are available; the proportion of environmental 

452 investment as a part of GDP has remained at around 3% in the Beijing ECDA. However, 

453 the response subsystem of the Beijing ECDA still does not provide sufficient protection 

454 against threats to the environment. The waste water treatment rate in the Beijing’s 

455 ECDA was only about 50% in 2014, far below the 86.1% average value for Beijing as 

456 a whole. The rate of harmless disposal of household garbage in Beijing’s ECDA was 

457 about 70% and that for the comprehensive utilization of solid waste was only 66%; both 
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458 of these rates are far below the average rates for Beijing as a whole (99.6% and 87.7%, 

459 respectively). It can be seen that environmental protection in the Beijing ECDA is 

460 relatively undeveloped, and this makes the grade of security for the ESTI response 

461 subsystem to be in a sensitive state. The relatively low rate of waste water treatment, 

462 harmless disposal of household garbage and comprehensive utilization of solid waste 

463 lower the ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. 

464 5.1.2 Composite index of ESTI

465 The composite index of ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA increased from 0.361 to 0.580 from 

466 2005 to 2014, and the security status of the index rose from “risk” to “critical security” 

467 (Table 5). The composite index was at the “risk” grade in 2005 and 2006, but rose to 

468 the “sensitive” level in 2007 and remained there until 2009. This improved situation in 

469 Beijing’s ECDA may have benefited from environmental protection projects 

470 undertaken to prepare Beijing for the 2008 Olympics. The composite index of ESTI was 

471 at the “critical security” grade from 2010 to 2014, a higher grade than in previous years. 

472 The Beijing government carried out a series of ecological environmental protection 

473 projects, such as the "Green Beijing" action plan (2010-2012), that were part of the 

474 Twelfth Five-Year Plan (2010-2015). Implementation of these projects improved the 

475 composite index of ESTI in the Beijing ECDA, but overall, there is still considerable 

476 room to improve. The grade of “critical security” suggests that conditions are complex 

477 and susceptible to the external environment. There can be further damage or 

478 improvements to the environment; the area is still far from reaching the extreme 

479 security grade.

480 (Insert Table 5 here)

481 Table 5 The composite index of ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014
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482 5.2 Spatial characteristics of ESTI

483 5.2.1 Spatial changes to ESTI grades

484 The ESTI indexes of the seven sub-areas in the Beijing’s ECDA were calculated 

485 using improved TOPSIS, based on the characteristics of time series changes to ESTI in 

486 the Beijing’s ECDA for the years 2005, 2008, 2011 and 2014. Based on the ecological 

487 security grade classification presented in Table 3, a spatial distribution map was 

488 generated using ArcGIS 9.3 (Figure 3).

489  (Insert Figure 3 here)

490 Figure 3. Spatial variation of ESTI grades in Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014

491 The ESTI grades of the seven Beijing’s ECDA sub-areas from 2005 to 2010 ranged 

492 from the grade II "risk" to the grade IV “general security”. All of the areas were at the 

493 risk grade in 2005, but in 2008 all of them had improved (moved higher) to the secure 

494 grade. The ESTI grades of Yanqing, Pinggu, Huairou, Mentougou and Changping 

495 districts increased from grade II to grade III. Of particular note, the grades of ESTI of 

496 Fangshan and Miyun districts jumped to grade IV. In 2011, the ESTI grades of Huairou 

497 and Miyun were still at grade III, while the other sub-areas were at grade IV. In 2014, 

498 the grades of ESTI in Miyun, Mentougou and Fangshan were at grade IV, while the 

499 remaining four sub-areas were at grade V. In summary, the number of sub-areas with 

500 ESTI grades of II and III lessened, and by 2014 all of the sub-areas were either grade 

501 IV or grade V. The improvement of ESTI grades in the sub-areas of Beijing’s ECDA 

502 was due mainly to the following reasons: the Beijing government implemented a range 

503 of plans, policies, financial measures and ecological compensation efforts to promote 

504 protection of the ecological environment and support ecological civilization 

505 construction in the ECDA. Moreover, the government has encouraged development of 
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506 a “green” tourism industry providing services such as ecological agriculture and rural 

507 tourism. 

508 5.2.2 Spatial change rate of the ESTI grades

509 The spatial change rate of the ESTI grades in the Beijing ECDA was calculated using 

510 a hierarchical dynamic model for ecological security. It can be seen that the number of 

511 Beijing ECDA sub-areas with ESTI of grade II decreased by 33.33% during the years 

512 2005-2008. During the years 2008-2011, the number of sub-areas with ESTI of grade 

513 IV increased by 50%, while the number of sub-areas with ESTI of grade III decreased 

514 by 20%. From 2011 to 2014, the number of sub-areas with ESTI of grade III decreased 

515 by 33.33%, and the number of sub-areas with ESTI of grade IV decreased by 20%. In 

516 sum, the level of ESTI grades in the Beijing’s ECDA became higher from 2005 to 2014, 

517 while ESTI grade II dropped at a rate of 33.33%. The number of sub-areas with grade 

518 V ESTI increased from zero in 2005 to four in 2014. This indicates that over time the 

519 spatial change rate of ESTI grades in the Beijing’s ECDA became faster and showed a 

520 trend of improvement.

521 5.2.3 Spatial transfer characteristics of the ESTI grades

522 The spatial transfer probability matrix for ESTI grades during the years 2005 to 2008, 

523 2008 to 2011, and 2011 to 2014 was constructed using the Markov chain model (Table 

524 6). The elements in the diagonal of the matrix indicate that the ESTI grade did not 

525 transfer, while the off-diagonal of the matrix represents the probability of transition. 

526 From 2005 to 2008, the probability of grade II transferring to grade III was 0.714 and 

527 to grade IV was 0.286. The probabilities of grade III and grade IV remained unchanged 

528 at 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, in the transfer probability matrix during the years 2008-

529 2011. The probabilities of the grade II and grade III transferring to grade IV were 1 and 
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530 0.8, respectively, during the years 2008-2011. However, the probability of grade IV 

531 transferring to grade III was 0.5. This indicates that spatial transfer of ESTI grades in 

532 the Beijing ECDA had fluctuating characteristics during the years 2008 to 2011; the 

533 probability of changing to grade IV was high, but the direction of individual grade 

534 transfers was uncertain.

535 (Insert Table 6 here)

536 Table 6 Markov matrix of transfer probabilities for the ESTI grades of Beijing’s 
537 ECDA from 2005 to 2014

538 From 2011 to 2014, the probability that grade III would jump to grade IV and then 

539 to grade V was 0.5. The probability that grade IV would remain unchanged was 0.4, 

540 and that it would transfer to grade V was 0.6. The probability of spatial transfers of 

541 ESTI grades was higher during this period. It is likely that the security level in one area 

542 was affected by the security level in neighboring areas, and this resulted in the grade in 

543 the local area moving higher. In general, the spatial transfer matrix for ESTI grades in 

544 the Beijing’s ECDA for the years 2005 to 2014 showed ESTI grades gradually shifting 

545 higher, albeit with considerable fluctuations.

546 5.3 Important factors affecting ESTI

547 The gray correlation degree of the factors influencing ESTI in the Beijing ECDA was 

548 calculated and sequenced using a gray relational grade model (Table 7). The top 20% 

549 of the total number of evaluation indicators were selected as the main factors 

550 influencing ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. Table 7 shows the important factors affecting 

551 ESTI from 2005 to 2014: the annual concentration of SO2, the annual growth rate of 

552 water replenishment in the ecological environment, total tourism revenue as a 

553 proportion of GDP, the green coverage rate, the number of star-rated hotels, the 

554 proportion of days each year with air quality at level two or better, the comprehensive 
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555 utilization rate of solid waste, and the harmless treatment rate of household garbage. 

556 The gray correlation degrees of these factors are 0.655, 0.654, 0.614, 0.608, 0.607, 

557 0.606, 0.605, and 0.601, respectively. 

558 (Insert Table 7 here)

559 Table 7 Gray correlation degree between the ESTI and influencing factors from 2005 
560 to 2014

561 In addition to its connection to local conditions, ESTI is also connected to a regional 

562 ecological environment. Key indicators for the ecological environment account for a 

563 large proportion of the factors influencing ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA. First, air quality 

564 indicators include the annual average concentration of SO2, and the proportion of days 

565 each year with air quality at level two or better. Recently, air quality has become an 

566 increasingly important factor affecting the development of the tourism industry in 

567 Beijing. Smog and haze affect the protection and development of tourism resources, 

568 and have the potential to impact the safety of the tourism industry. This could lead to 

569 diminished benefits to the economy, society and ecological environment from regional 

570 tourism (Tang C et al. 2016). This paper offers additional confirmation of the fact that 

571 the air quality index has a significant impact on the ESTI of the Beijing ECDA. It is 

572 also worth noting that the annual growth rate of water replenishment in the ecological 

573 environment has an important effect on the ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. This indicator 

574 shows the extent to which the water resources of Beijing’s ECDA and the environment 

575 are being protected. The green coverage rate is an important indicator to measure the 

576 quality of the ecological environment. A high level of green coverage has a positive 

577 effect on the ESTI, while reductions of green coverage can threaten ESTI (Chen K et 

578 al., 2010; Li X et al., 2017). The comprehensive utilization of solid waste and the 
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579 harmless treatment rate of household garbage are response subsystem factors that 

580 reflect the level of achievement of environmental protection efforts.

581 The development of a tourism economy has a significant impact on the indicators of 

582 ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. This impact need not be completely supportive or 

583 completely obstructive. The kind of impact depends on whether the development of the 

584 tourism industry is in harmony with ecological security. Total tourism revenue as a 

585 proportion of GDP, and the number of star-rated hotels are two performance indicators 

586 that reflect the developmental situation of the tourism industry. The steady development 

587 of the tourism industry during the years 2005-2014 led to an increase in the ESTI 

588 composite index. If the relationship between development of the tourism industry and 

589 ecological security is handled properly, the development of the tourism economy will 

590 have ecological compensation effects for the Beijing ECDA. This view is consistent 

591 with the results of Zhou B et al. (2015), Cao X et al. (2006) and Li X et al. (2017).

592 6 Discussion and policy recommendations

593 6.1 Discussion

594 A process of rapid urbanization and the sustained expansion of urban areas has 

595 reduced the amount of natural ecological space and led to grave environmental 

596 problems that seriously threaten ecological security (Deng J et al., 2017; Su Y et al., 

597 2016). ECDAs play an important role in safeguarding the natural environment during 

598 the urbanization process. Based on the theory of major function-oriented zoning, some 

599 scholars divide ECDAs into spatial categories like country (Fan J et al., 2010 and 2012; 

600 Fan J and Li P, 2009; Fan J, 2015) or province (Zhang L, 2009). In recent years, 

601 environmental protection efforts and a focus on the rational exploitation and utilization 

602 of natural resources in the Beijing ECDA have been strengthened. Given the 
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603 characteristics of environmental protection, the tourism industry has been identified as 

604 a leading industry for each sub-area in Beijing’s ECDA. But rapid development of the 

605 tourism industry has put pressure on the ecological environment, and this has attracted 

606 the attention of many scholars (Gao J et al., 2015; Li Y and Jin L, 2014; Wang H et al., 

607 2012). Some scholars propose that tourism ecological security refers to tourism 

608 development that does not cause irreversible changes to the ecological system where 

609 the development occurs and does not lead to the degradation or collapse of that system 

610 (Cao X et al., 2006; Dong X, 2003). Ecotourism is an environmentally friendly and 

611 alternative livelihoods industry, and the development of ecotourism can help local 

612 residents to choose jobs and promote sustainable social and economic development 

613 (Tang C et al., 2012). Therefore, it is particularly important to develop ecotourism as a 

614 way to protect ecological security protection in the Beijing ECDA.

615 There are limited studies focused on the evaluation of ESTI in ECDAs. Establishing 

616 a system of indicators for evaluating ESTI can help to ensure the sustainable 

617 development of the tourism industry in ECDAs. This paper uses a system of indicators 

618 for evaluating ESTI in ECDAs that takes into consideration economic factors, 

619 environmental factors, social factors and tourism industry factors. In contrast to the 

620 work of Zhou B et al (2015), the evaluation indicator system used in this paper pays 

621 more attention to social economic development and ecological environment protection 

622 factors. The improved TOPSIS method, the grade dynamic model of ecological security, 

623 the Markov model, and the gray relational grade model are used to examine ESTI of 

624 the Beijing ECDA in this paper. The methodology used by this study can enrich the 

625 theory of ecological security evaluations of the tourism industry.

626 There exist regional disparities in the quality of the tourism environment in Beijing 

627 (Mao X et al., 2016), and these are consistent with the regional disparities of spatial and 
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628 temporal characteristics of ESTI found in this paper. The results show that the 

629 composite index of ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA increased steadily during the years of the 

630 study. However, there is still much room for improvement. The improvement in the 

631 composite index of ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA can be attributed mainly to work the 

632 Beijing government has done to maintain Beijing’s ECDA as an ecological protection 

633 barrier and an area to conserve the city’s water resources. The city government’s 

634 planning uses policies, financing, ecological compensation mechanisms and other 

635 initiatives to promote ecological conservation and construction in Beijing’s ECDA. The 

636 Beijing government is also committed to the principle of green development, and 

637 encourages local governments to develop rural tourism and folk tourism, leisure 

638 agriculture, and other types of ecotourism. The tourism industry is also a source of 

639 alternative livelihoods for residents of the Beijing ECDA. 

640 Factors related to the ecological environment and the development of the tourism 

641 industry have an important impact on the ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA. Factors such as the 

642 annual concentration of SO2, the annual rate of increase of water replenishment in the 

643 ecological environment, the proportion of total tourism revenue to GDP, green coverage, 

644 and the number of star-rated hotels are all important. The reduction of green garden 

645 spaces, wetlands, nature reserve areas (Li X et al., 2017), and per capita green area 

646 (Chen K et al., 2010) threaten the ecological security of local tourism. These most 

647 significant indicators are mainly classified as natural environmental factors and tourism 

648 economic factors, classifications that are confirmed by Mao X et al., (2016), Han B et 

649 al., (2015) and He L et al., (2018).
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650 6.2 Policy recommendations

651 In view of the critical security level of ESTI in the Beijing ECDA, this paper offers 

652 four suggestions to enhance the ecological security grade of the tourism industry in 

653 Beijing’s ECDA. First, ecological civilization construction has become an important 

654 part of sustainable development in China, especially in ECDAs. Therefore, in the 

655 process of vigorously promoting the construction of ecological civilization, many 

656 environmental indicators of ESTI in the ECDA will be greatly improved. Second, 

657 planning for the Beijing ECDA should be developed systematically and include such 

658 items as ecological industry development plans, and environmental protection and 

659 construction plans. Third, a national environmental protection program should be 

660 implemented. Based on capital development goals and functional orientation, measures 

661 that take into consideration the following must be formulated: plans must take local 

662 conditions into consideration, reduce pressure on the environment, improve 

663 environmental status, enhance environmental response, and increase government 

664 investment support, financial transfer payments and ecological compensation. Fourth, 

665 the tourism industry in the sub-areas of Beijing’s ECDA should take into consideration 

666 the characteristics of resources, ecology, environment, location and transportation 

667 systems in their sub-areas to develop green services such as eco-tourism, rural tourism, 

668 folk-custom tourism and leisure agriculture. The amount of land available for tourism 

669 services and infrastructure should be increased to promote the integration of tourism 

670 with other industries. Finally, coordination of the relationship between development of 

671 the tourism industry and the ecological security grade should be handled scientifically, 

672 and a mechanism for ecological compensation for tourism industry activities should be 

673 established. The economic benefits of tourism should be used to fund ecological 
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674 security construction and environmental protection work and to provide ecological 

675 compensation for residents of the ECDA.

676 6.3 Limitations and future research directions

677 The research results in this paper can enrich the theory of ESTI and provide guidance 

678 for efforts to promote the sustainable development of ECDAs. This paper is, however, 

679 deficient in some respects. First, as other studies have done (Jin H et al., 2016; Yu F 

680 and Lu L, 2005), all of Changping and Fangshan districts were incorporated into our 

681 study area. This approach may lead to a higher ESTI index for the economic indicators 

682 and a lower ESTI index for the environmental indicators in the parts of Fangshan and 

683 Changping that are included in the Beijing ECDA. Second, there are many factors that 

684 can influence the ESTI, and the indicator system developed for this paper does not 

685 include all of the indicators that may influence ESTI. The indicator selection process 

686 should be based on the specific characteristics of the research objectives to ensure that 

687 the process is more objective. Third, we encountered difficulties collecting data for a 

688 study that covered a long period of time and a large physical area. We suggest that 

689 government agencies and institutions optimize the process of collecting, storing and 

690 making available relevant data sources, and enrich the data gathering process with 

691 technologies such as remote sensing. Fourth, additional empirical research on the 

692 indicator system for ESTI should be carried out in other ECDAs in the future. Fifth, 

693 because ESTI describes a long-term, dynamic phenomenon, a system for evaluating, 

694 monitoring and forecasting ESTI should be established. Sixth, the degree of 

695 coordination between ecological security and the sustainable development of the 

696 tourism industry in ECDAs should be increased in the future.
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697 7 Conclusions

698 This paper constructs a system of indicators to evaluate ESTI in ECDAs. The paper 

699 uses improved TOPSIS method, the grade dynamic model for ESTI, the Markov chain, 

700 and the gray relational grade model to examine ESTI in the Beijing ECDA. The study 

701 analyzed the characteristics of the spatial and temporal evolution of ESTI and the main 

702 factors influencing the ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA during the years 2005-2014. The 

703 research results show that:

704 (1) The ESTI composite index for the Beijing ECDA improved rapidly during the 

705 study period, but there is still great potential for more improvement in the future. (2) 

706 The ESTI in many sub-areas of Beijing’s ECDA improved from grades II and III to 

707 grades IV and V, and there were strong fluctuations in ESTI grade levels during the 

708 period. (3) A gray relational grade model was used to calculate the gray correlation 

709 degree of the factors affecting ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA. The main factors affecting 

710 ESTI were: the annual concentration of SO2, the annual increase the water 

711 replenishment rate in the ecological environment, the proportion of total tourism 

712 revenue to GDP, green coverage, the number of star-rated hotels, the proportion of days 

713 in each year with air quality of level two or better, the solid waste comprehensive 

714 utilization rate, and the rate for the harmless treatment of garbage. 

715 This study proposed a methodology based on a P-S-R-EES framework to evaluate 

716 the ecological security of the tourism industry ECDAs and the level of sustainable 

717 development at tourist destinations. After appropriate modifications, this methodology 

718 could be applied to other areas. The composite index of ESTI that this study presents 

719 could be used as a tool for tourism industry managers and decision-makers in the 

720 Beijing ECDA.
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Figures

Figure 1. Beijing’s ECDA sub-areas
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Figure 2. The framework for evaluating ESTI in the ECDA
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Figure 3. Spatial variation of ESTI grades in Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014
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Tables

Table 1 Summary of relevant research achievement on ESTI

Authors Journal Study area Model Method Dimension Indicator

Xiao J et al.(2011) Acta Geographica 
Sinica (in Chinese)

Zhoushan Islands, 
China

Ecological 
footprint

The ecological footprint The background ecological 
footprints of islands, 
Tourism ecological 
footprints of islands

Tourism transport footprint, 
Tourism accommodation 
footprint, etc.

Zhou B et al.(2015) Scientia Geographica 
Sinica (in Chinese)

Zhejiang Province, 
China

P-S-R-EES The improved TOPSIS 
method, Markov chains, 
Gray relational grade model

Economics, Environment, 
Society

Tourism economic density, 
Domestic tourism revenue 
growth rate, etc.

Li X et al.(2017) Economic Geography 
(in Chinese)

China Provinces P-S-R-EES Spatial autocorrelation 
analysis

Economics, Environment, 
Society

Domestic tourists growth rate, 
International tourists growth 
rate, etc.

Zhang P and Qiu P 
(2014) 

Carsologica Sinica(in 
Chinese)

Guangxi’s karst 
area

PSR Comprehensive index 
method and entropy method

Economics, Environment, 
Society

Karst landscape area ratio, 
Nature reserve coverage, etc

Kurniawan et 
al.(2018)

Global Ecology & 
Conservation

Marine Tourism 
Park of the Gili 
Matra Islands, 
Indonesia

— Remote sensing analysis, 
Comparison study

Coastline changes, Coral 
reef area changes, Live 
coral area changes, 
Development area

Coastline changes, Coral reef 
area changes, Live coral area 
changes, Development area
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Table 2 Indicators for evaluating ESTI in the ECDA based on the P-S-R-EES framework

First-level 
indicator

Second-level 
indicator

Third-level indicator Unit References Attribute Relation Weight

Tourism economy density D1 Ten 
thousand/km2

Sun J (2018) N E 0.0296

Tourism revenue growth rate D2 % Wang Y et al. 
(2015)

N E 0.0222

Economic pressure

Service industry growth rate D3 % Li X et al.(2016) N P 0.0183
Total amount of waste water discharge D4 Ten thousand 

ton
Zhou B et al., 

(2015)
- C 0.0327

Annual average concentration of inhalable particulate matter (PM10) D5 % - C 0.0260
Annual average concentration of SO2 emission D6 mcg/m3 Zhou B et al. 

(2015)
- C 0.0236

Annual average concentration of NO2 emission D7 mcg/m3 - C 0.0209
Solid waste discharge D8 Ten thousand 

ton
- C 0.0289

Daily water consumption per capita D9 Ten thousand 
ton

Zhou B et al. 
(2015)

- C 0.0301

Environmental 
pressure

Days with National Ambient Air Quality Standard Class II accounted for 
the proportion of the whole year D10

% + C 0.0277

Visitor density D11 per/km2 N E 0.0233
Visitor growth rate D12 %

Gao J et al.(2015)
N E 0.0212

Pressure

Social pressure

Urbanization rate D13 % Yu F et al.(2014) N P 0.0208
Tourism revenue D14 Ten thousand N E 0.0296
Number of travel agencies D15 N E 0.0208
Number of star hotels D16

Chai S et 
al.(2009)

N E 0.0292
Number of folklore tourism operatorsD17 N E 0.0234
Economic density of lodging enterprises D18 / N E 0.0282
Number of scenic tourist spots D19 N E 0.0286
Folklore tourism economic density D20 / N E 0.0253

Economic
state

Number of sightseeing gardens D21 + E 0.0233
Green coverage ratio D22 %

Mo Zhang et al., 
(2018) + C 0.0250

State

Environmental state
Greenland garden area D23 hm2 Zhou B et al., 

(2015)
+ C 0.0219
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Number of gardens D24 + P 0.0242
Per capita green area D25 m2 Zhou B et al., 

(2015)
+ P 0.0210

Per capita park green area D26 hm2 + P 0.0211
Ratio of tourist arrivals to local population D27 / N E 0.0252Social state
Number of tourism practitioners D28 Per 

Zhou B et al., 
(2015) N E 0.0227

Proportion of total tourism revenue to GDP D29 % N P 0.0339
Proportion of service industry revenue to GDP D30 %

Zhou B et al., 
(2015) N P 0.0203

Economic response

Proportion of fiscal revenue to GDP D31 % Qu H. et al., 
(2013)

N P 0.0281

Wastewater treatment rate D32 % + C 0.0238
Reuse ratio of wastewater D33 % + C 0.0241
Harmless treatment rate of household garbage D34 % + C 0.0255
Comprehensive utilization rate of solid waste D35 %

Zhou B et al., 
(2015) + C 0.0295

Proportion of nature reserves to urban areas D36 % + C 0.0243
Annual growth rate of ecological environment replenishment D37 % + C 0.0283

Environmental 
response

Energy consumption decline rate of RMB ten thousand GDP D38 % + C 0.0254

Response

Social response Proportion of environmental protection expenditure to GDP D39 % + C 0.0208
Note: (1) + indicated positive index, − indicated reverse index, N indicated neutral. (2) E indicated that the indicators entirely caused by tourism; P indicated that the 
indicators partially caused by tourism; C indicated that the indicator be closely related to the development of tourism industry.
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Table 3 The grades of ESTI in the ECDA

Security 

index

0<A≤0.3 0.3<A≤0.4 0.4<A≤0.5 0.5<A≤0.6 0.6<A≤0.7 0.7<A≤0.8 0.8<A≤1.0

Security 

Grade

I II III IV V VI VII

Security 

situation

Deterioration Risk Sensitive Critical 

Security

General 

Security

Relative 

Security

Extreme 

Security
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Table 4 Subsystem security indexes for ESTI in Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Pressure 0.374 0.318 0.382 0.495 0.449 0.586 0.533 0.551 0.549 0.522

State 0.224 0.278 0.294 0.332 0.364 0.482 0.537 0.625 0.696 0.764

Response 0.488 0.492 0.541 0.538 0.441 0.528 0.534 0.453 0.417 0.457
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Table 5 The ESTI composite index of the Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 to 2014

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Evaluation 
value

0.361 0.359 0.409 0.463 0.419 0.533 0.535 0.543 0.551 0.582

ESG Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅲ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅳ Ⅳ Ⅳ Ⅳ

Note: ESG stands for ecological security grade.Ⅱindicates that ecological security grade of the 
tourism industry was risk, Ⅲ sensitive, Ⅳ critical security, and Ⅴ general security.
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Table 6 Markov matrix of transfer probabilities for ESTI grades the Beijing’s ECDA from 2005 
to 2014

2005-2008 2008-2011 2011-2014ESG

Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ

Ⅱ 0 0.714 0.286 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Ⅲ 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.8 0 0 0 0.5 0.5

Ⅳ 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0.4 0.6

Ⅴ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: EEG indicates eco-security grade. Ⅱindicates that ecological security grade of the tourism 
industry was risk, Ⅲ sensitive, Ⅳ critical security, and Ⅴgeneral security.
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Table 7 Gray correlation degree between ESTI and influencing factors from 2005 to 2014

Indicators D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14

Correlation 
degree 0.589 0.427 0.423 0.573 0.493 0.655 0.454 0.523 0.507 0.606 0.468 0.440 0.438 0.589

Rank 11 36 37 17 30 1 33 24 27 6 32 34 35 10

Indicators D15 D16 D17 D18 D19 D20 D21 D22 D23 D24 D25 D26 D27 D28

Correlation 
degree 0.500 0.607 0.579 0.547 0.565 0.575 0.599 0.608 0.596 0.523 0.524 0.472 0.510 0.549

Rank 28 5 14 20 18 16 9 4 12 23 22 31 26 19

Indicators D29 D30 D31 D32 D33 D34 D35 D36 D37 D38 D39

Correlation 
degree 0.614 0.514 0.500 0.582 0.402 0.601 0.605 0.536 0.654 0.567 0.399

Rank 3 25 29 13 38 8 7 21 2 15 39


